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Planning for long-term hydro-geological impacts and threats to the Dempster
Highway, Yukon, from a changing climate 1
Abstract
The Dempster Highway, which travels above the Arctic Circle, between Yukon and the Northwest
Territories, has begun to experience the negative impacts of a warming climate. These impacts and future
threats to the integrity of the Highway include: permafrost thaw, land slides, road subsidence, increased
summer intense storms, and flow volumes too name a few. Increasing road maintenance costs, road
closures, road repairs and safety concerns have caused the Yukon Government to develop their first
“climate resilient” long-term plan for the Highway. This paper discusses these hydro-geological threats
to the Highway and the early challenges and omission of trying to integrate climate information and
uncertainty into a planning process. The paper also touches on adaptation technique for permafrost and
their limitations. While this adaptation approach by government is admirable and in the right direction
toward climate resilience planning, the Highway is very remote and receives very low traffic volume,
most of whom are travelling to the Northwest Territory, if not using it for recreation and hunting. The
question to be asked by government is, to what level of service standards does the travelling public
require and expect? where does the government draw the line on service standards and expenditures?
Prudence would suggest, the government assess the risks, plan for the worst and accept that sections of
the Highway will fail.
Kevin D. Rumsey 2, Bioresource Engineering, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

1.0

Introduction

The Dempster Highway, Canada’s most northern highway, begins near Dawson City,
Yukon, and runs 735 km north through the rugged Richardson Mountains, to Inuvik, Northwest
Territories (NWT) shown in Figure 1. Today, the Dempster Highway has become an essential
transportation service route for northern communities in the NWT (Government of Yukon,
2014). The approximate average daily vehicle use is low, at between 80 to 100 vpd (personal
communications, March 9, 2017). A rapidly warming Northern climate has begun to negatively
impact on the Highway, raising additional issues of road safety, all the while maintenance costs
are increasing (Burns, 2015): (Dore, 2016). A warmer climate has also warmed the ground
surface which has caused the degradation (melt) of the underlain permafrost (Zhang, 2005).
When frozen landscapes have thawed, especially on slopes, they can easily move and trigger the
mass movement of soil and other debris, in the form of landslides and slumps. Increasingly, there
are intense summer rain storms that have caused both an increase in river flow velocity and
volumes. This has caused increased river meander and erosion of embankments and increased
turbidity of surface water quality (McKillop, 2016). The First Nation people, of the Northern
Yukon, have directly experienced the changing landscape and some of them have begun to
document the changes, with their Indigenous traditional ecological knowledge in mind (Gill,
2014).
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Recognizing both the increasing maintenance cost and risk for the integrity of the
Highway, the Yukon Government, Transportation Engineering Branch, have recently begun the
formal development of a long-term climate resilient plan, formally called a Functional Plan. To
support the development of the plan, consulting geo-engineers with expertise in permafrost and
hydraulics have been retained, by Yukon government, to assess the immediate and long-term risk
from current and potential hydrological and geological threats from a changing climate (personal
communication, March 11, 2017).
This paper advances on the Yukon government’s initiative of developing a long-term
climate resilient plan for the Highway. The paper presents an overview of the current and
pending threats to the Dempster Highway, from a changing climate. Experimental adaptation
techniques, in passive cooling and heat extraction, both used to keep permafrost frozen, are
discussed. Although these adaptation techniques have showed positive results, a brief discussion
of their limitations is presented. Further discussion is given around the further use of predictive
mapping techniques for permafrost thaw and of the initial omission by the government to
integrate social perspective into their long-term planning process. Recommendations are given to
government decision-makers, that can advance efforts to improve relationships and to better
understand the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders, and First Nations, and to ultimately
improve the planning process for better outcomes.
For this paper, the author completed literature searches and reviews of both technical and
non-technical sources about the Dempster Highway. Also, because of the author’s recent
internship, copies of technical engineering assessment about the Dempster, prepared for Yukon
Government, Transportation Engineering Branch, were obtained. In addition, the author drew
from the finding of his own internship with the same department.
1.2

Background

It was the discovery of oil, in the late 1950’s, near Eagle Plains, Yukon, that spurred on
the development of the Dempster Highway. The Highway became a legacy of the then
Conservative government, under the Hon. John Diefenbaker, elected in 1957, on a platform of
“Roads to Resources”, which included exploiting Canada’s northern resources (Gates, 2015).
The Highway received its name in 1963, honoring the legendary Inspector, William Dempster,
with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, who, as a young constable, spent several years
covering the area between Dawson City and Fort McPherson with his dog-sled team (Gates,
2015).
The remote Highway, which was finished construction in 1979, had numerous logistical
and even political challenges and it took many years to complete. The Highway was constructed
over mountains, through uncharted wilderness, along river valley’s and built above both
continuous and discontinuous permafrost (Burns, 2015). There was little precedent in building a
remote northern highway over permafrost, other than the construction of the Alaska Highway in
1945. The Highway was also built within the traditional territories of four First Nations: (Vuntut
Gwitchin, Tr’ondek Hwech’in, Na-cho Nyak Dun of Yukon and the Gwich’in,of Fort
MacPherson, NWT). Today, the Dempster Highway is jointly operated and maintained by both
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the governments of the Yukon and Northwest Territories, each responsib
responsible
le for their own
jurisdictions (Pierce, 1999).
1.3

Watersheds of Yukon

There are six primary watersheds in Yukon, of
which the Dempster Highway runs through three of the
six main watersheds (Fig. 1). The three watersheds of
the Dempster are the Peel, which drains east into the
Mackenzie River Basin; the Porcupine
Porcupine, which drains
westward and joins the Yukon River
River, but in Alaska; and
the North Slope,, which drains into the Beaufort Sea.
The other basin are the Yukon, Liard and the Alsek. The
Yukon River watershed is the largest basin with
approximately 60% of the Yukon’s land mass. These
primary watersheds are also the legal designated ‘water
management areas’, identified in the Yukon Waters
Regulation, that are used by the regulatory agenc
agencies and
the Yukon Water Board, when they administer and issue
water licence (Government of Yukon, 2014).

Figure 1. Watersheds of the Yukon and the
Dempster Highway route in red.
(Government of Yukon, 2014)

1.4

Physiographic regions

The Dempster Highway is within the sub-Arctic
Arctic climate region and passes through
diverse Yukon topography of valley lows to high elevation mountains. Interestingly, the
t Yukon
has the most variable physiographic areas in North America (Scudder, 2014).
2014) The Highway
travels through several sub-physiogra
physiographic regions (Table 1), each of which reflects similar
dominant terrain types and surficial deposited materials. These terrain types and surficial
materials greatly influence how the various permafrost will respond
d to warming temperatures
(Burns, 2015).
Table 1. Physiographic
hysiographic regions along the Dempster Highway with terrain and surficial
descriptions.
Physiographic
region
North Klondike
Blackstone Uplands
Engineer/Ogilvie R.
Eagle Plains
Richardson Mtns

Location (km)
0 -74
74
74 – 1670
160 – 246
246 – 405
405 – 492

Terrain type
Mountain hillsides
Valley floor
Narrow valleys
Rolling uplands
Mountain slopes

Surficial material
Colluvium / till
Till and outwash
Colluvium / alluvium
Weathered bedrock
Colluvium / alluvium
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Peel Plateau
492 – 539
Northern Plains
539 – 732
Source: (Scudder, 2014)
2.0

Rolling Plateau
Open plains

Glacial till
Glacial till

Climate change impacts in Northern Canada

The weather and climate of the Arctic circumpolar North has change (Mussell, 2015).
Within the Yukon region these changes have been documented.
2.1

Documented changes in Yukon region

The Northern Research Centre, associated within Yukon College, released a report titled,
Climate Change Indicators and Key Findings 2015. This comprehensive report, supported by the
Government of Yukon’s Climate Change Secretariat and the Council of Yukon First Nations,
provided a very succinct description of changes within the last 50 years. Highpoints included:
Yukon’s average annual temperature has increased by 2°C; the average annual volume of
precipitation has increased by 6% and the number of hectares burned from forest fires per year
have increased by 23% (Streicker, 2016). Because of the recent warmer air temperatures, the
extent cover of the Alaska Yukon icefields has retreated by 22%, in the last 50 years. And,
satellite observations since 1979 has revealed the significant reduced Arctic sea ice cover. In
addition, melting of permafrost in the Yukon landscape has caused differential settlement and
impacted on the foundations of roads, highways, buildings, including dams and tailing ponds.
(Streicker, 2016). According to computer modeling estimations, from the Yukon government’s
department of Water Resources, the groundwater can also be impacted by a warming climate. As
permafrost thaws it increases the active-layer within the soil horizons (above the permafrost).
This thawed, now active soil-layer is able to convey water by means of hydraulic conductivity,
which then can change the conditions of groundwater flow, its direction and velocity and even
storage (Yukon Government, 2016). In addition, a changing landscape with increased erosion,
subsequently impacts the surface water quality. Intense rainstorms lead to flash flooding,
landslides and land slumping, resulting in mass movement of soil and debris, consequentially
leading to high sediment loads in surface water bodies. Lower water levels in rivers and lakes
will increase concentrations of various ions (e.g., dissolved metals), impacting water quality and
potentially the aquatic health of that system. * This process can be both natural and
anthropogenically driven (Yukon Government, 2016). As most of Yukon’s communities rely
on groundwater for their supply, a changing climate may impact on communities’ ability to
securely manage their water source supply.
2.1 First Nation of Gwich’in, Fort MacPherson, NWT
The Indigenous people of Gwich’in, of Fort MacPherson, NWT, have recently
documented environmental changes around their territory through a community mapping project
(Gill, 2014). The joint First Nation and University study incorporated the use of Traditional
Ecological Knowledge from elders and climate change impacts. The project documented 101
observations of change, with the common trends being: “erosion and permafrost thaw; weather
patterns can longer be predicted; intense rain storms causing road washouts from culverts that
are too small; sun burns on the participants; large cracks appearing; expanding wetlands and
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large areas of fallen trees; hunting camps grown over by aggressive willows, now abandoned;
abandoned
creeks and rivers
rs are increasingly more turbid from suspended sediment; more ice jams in
rivers and in new locations” (Gill, 2014)
2014). The Gwich’in then developed a web-based
web
platform
to host and share their documented
cumented observations of change. The web
web-based
based platform allows them
to also incorporate Indigenous values and cultural understanding, i.e., stories connected to a
sense a place and a stewardship
ardship role of protection of land and water, and allow them to share this
experience (Gill, 2014).
3.0 Hydro-geological impacts and threats to the Highway
Increasingly the Dempster has been impacted from the hydro
hydro-geological
logical processes and
faces increasing threats from the same, namely permafrost
rmafrost thaw, increasing flows and mass
ma
movement of soil and debris.
3.1 Permafrost Dynamics
Permafrost is defined as, “soil, rock or sediment that is
frozen for more than two consecutive years. In areas not
overlain by ice, permafrost exists beneath a layer of soil, rock
or sediment, which freezes and thaws annually and is called
the active layer” (Schults, 1972)
1972). It is commonly understood
that the warming and
nd thawing of permafrost occurs, both, in
response to climate change
ge and to anthropomorphic
environmental disturbances (Zhang, 2005)
2005). Permafrost along
the Dempster Highway is primarily ‘continuous’, with only
the southern portion of the Highway be
being ‘discontinuous’
permafrost, as shown in Figure 2. Permafrost thaw that has
occurred, under and adjacent, to the Highway
Highway, has caused
increased challenges for Dempster Highway maintenance
personnel (Personal communication, March 7, 2017). These
occurrences are increasingly being documented, i.e.,
permafrost melt leading to sinkholes, mass
Fig 2. Yukon Permafrost Zones
Source: (Yukon Geological Survey, 2014)

movement of land and rock slides, surface & embankment subsidence, and pooling
pool
of surface
water (Zhang, 2005). In addition, increasing forest fires through the Dempster corridor have
caused the removal the protective surface cover of the permafrost,, which has caused further melt
and expansion surface waters (Associated, 1981)
1981).
The average temperature of permafrost under the Dempster Highway,
Highway obtained from
0
thirteen sampling locations, was approximately minus 4.0 Celsius. Important to note, that there
th
is much variation in permafrost temperature throughout the highway, depending on terrain type
and surficial deposited materials (Burns, 2015). All permafrost is not created equal and responds
differently to different drivers
ivers (personal communicat
communication, March 9, 2017). An
n early permafrost
researcher documented the unique ‘shifting depth and extent’ of permafrost under a meandering
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river in the Eagle Plains area (Km 368) of the Dempster. Crampton (1979), supported
s
by the
Arctic Institute of North America, collected numerous drill core samples within the Eagle River,
during the initial bridge construction. Crampton discovered that as the river meandered and
eroded out into new surface substrates, the silt
silt-dominated
minated permafrost below would shrink (melt),
followed by re-thickening
thickening (freeze) of permafrost depth at the outer
outermost
most edge of new river
channel. Crampton’s early work would form a baseline for permafrost on the Dempster Highway
(Crampton, 1979).
Understanding permafrost thaw is very important because it influences ecosystems and
hydrological systems and also presents engineering challenges
lenges to development in the north
(Yukon Geological Survey, 2014)
2014). In addition, knowledge
nowledge of current permafrost conditions and
sensitivity to warming along the Dempster is essential to make informed decisions
d
around
climate change adaptation strategies.
3.2

Higher flow velocities

Another significant Highway threat is from increasingly intense rain events, that
subsequently increase river flow velocities
velocities, and volumes with higher bed loads of sediments.
sediments
These higher flows change river hydraulics, increasing the erosion of banks from lateral
expansion. In addition, undercutting
undercutting, including encroachment onto the Highway foundation
(Kryotek[a], 2016). Also, with
ith increasing river flow velocities and volumes from increasing
intensity of summer storm events, the existing Highway crossing drainage culverts cannot cope,
cope
they back up and eventually flood or wash out the Highway foundation (Governmet of Yukon,
2015)
3.3

Mass Movement

As permafrost melts it allows
for mass movement (transport
transport) of
surficial material downward by
gravity, which may or may not be
associated with water. (Kryotek[a],
2016). There are various modes
des of
mass movement, identified as: fall,
slump, retrogressive-thaw
thaw slumps,
flow,
slide,
and
active-layer
layer
detachment. As shown in Figure 3,
there are primarily four pathway
pathways in
which mass movement geohazards
can threaten and impact the
Highway. Mass movement from
above, below, under and alongside the Highway.
Fig. 3.. Diagram of different means of mass movement
impacting a highway. Source: (Kryotek[b], 2016)
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4.0

Previous hydro-geo engineering assessments
The author undertook literature review of internal government documents

4.1

Field observations from assessment

The first hydro-geo engineering assessment, along the entire Dempster highway, was
completed in the fall of 1981(Associated, 1981). The report captured baseline data and identified
numerous areas of actual impact and potential impacts on the highway. Observations from the
1981 reported findings included: poor drainage, river bank erosion of the road, tension
cracks and permafrost degradation observation of pooling, solifluction, boils and
subsidence along the highway Right-of Way. The authors concluded that, “thermal
degradation of permafrost is likely prevalent throughout the entire the highway” (Associated,
1981). Until 2016, there have been limited engineering studies of the Dempster. However,
starting in 2016, with financial assistance from Transport Canada, various engineering
assessments of hydro-geo impacts and threats were undertaken (personal communication, March
23, 2017). In August 2013, EBA Engineering Ltd, was retained to assess the vulnerability of
Dempster Highway from the impacts of climate change. The project focused primarily at the
effects of warming ground temperature, which has caused: embankment instability, settlement,
increased surface runoff and increased extreme events (Trimbel, 2013). * The observations may
not solely be from the effects of climate change. Table 1 summarizes the observations from the
engineering consultant’s drive in August 2016 along the Highway.
Table 1. General observations within Dempster corridor of the effects of warming ground.
#

Km

General field observation within Highway corridor by EBA Engineering

1
2
3

0 - 96
96
103

4
5

109
122

6
7

124
177

8

192

9

195

10
11

244
245

12

415

Nothing noted
Collapsed ice-rich ground and expanding: wedges and lenses
Two Moose Lake & Chapman Lake: permafrost melt and subsidence with
encroachment onto Highway bed. Lake edge expanding.
Landslides within moraine surficial material
Highway relocated away from creek. Cutting into permafrost and fill.
Now tension cracks paralleled to Highway, river meander and
encroachment on Highway.
Ice rich ground: patterned ice wedges and surface cracks appearing
Ogilvie River: Under-sized culverts and susceptible to early freeze up.
Erosion around culvert abutments.
Black shale road surface for several km. Becomes a solar heat magnet in
summer
Bridge at Engineer Creek: erosion of material from bridge buttress from
highwater flows, scour of embankment and meander.
Landslides and resulting debris flows towards Highway.
Bridge at Ogilvie River: scour and river meander encroaching on
Highway embankment. Extensive rip-rap repair
High flow river scour and undersized culverts
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(YT/NWT
border)
Source: (Trimbel, 2013).
4.2
Collaborative hazard assessments
Also in 2016, a collaborative engineering effort was undertaken with three engineering
consultants (Kryotek, SRK Ltd and The Palmer Group), all whom were retained by the Yukon
Government, to undertake hydro-geo threat assessments of the Dempster Highway (Kryotek[b],
2016). From their collective reported findings, they identified 102 locations that represented a
potential risk to the Highway, within the next twenty years. Of those 102 identified sites, 54
locations were further characterized as to their surficial geology, aspects, distance to highway,
and so on. Of the 54 sites, 26 location were assessed in more detail with field verification and
ultimately given a risk ranking for their potential to impact on Highway. Almost 20% of the 26
assessed sites were ranked high, having a potential to impact the highway in less than 5 years.
The risk ranking was determined through a combination of desk-top analysis of field data,
orthophotography and remote sensing techniques. Table 2 summarizes the results of their 2016
highway assessment.
Table 2. Number of identified geo-hazard threats to Dempster Highway.
Hazard threat to Highway

# of sites on Highway

Hydro-geo hazards
Mass movement: (Active
layer detachment)
Meander migration

102 - total
54 - characterized
26 - assessed

19
5
Sinkholes
7 – documented
Source: Kryotek [a][b], 2016; SRK Consulting, 2014.
5.0

Risk level for Highway
damage

18% high
50% low
32% mod
impact in < 20 yrs
impact in < 5 yrs

Adaptation Methods for Permafrost Degradation:

There is growing research to understand the rapid changing nature of the North and its
impact on various infrastructure and highways. However, there is less research into how to adapt
to the impacts of climate change. From the literature, there appears to be three general
approaches for adapting for permafrost melt: reduce heat transfer around permafrost, improve
heat extraction, and reinforce the highway embankments from the impacts of thaw (Dore, 2016).
Discussed here are the first two approaches only.
5.1

Passive Cooling Systems:

A specially constructed experimental section (600 m) of the Alaska Highway was built in
2008, near Beaver Creek, Yukon, to better understand permafrost degradation. There were
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several different sections of testing, with one or more combined methods of thermal stabilization,
such as, convection air embankment, heat drains, snow/sunshed, grass-covered embankment,
reflecting surface and snow clearing on embankment slopes. All the experimental sections were
built with the purpose of preventing permafrost from thawing, by means of extracting heat in the
ground or by reducing solar radiation adsorbed by the surface. Ultimately, the intent was to
reduce the thickness of the active-soil layer and limit the development of differential settlements
in the highway (Kuznetsova, 2014).
5.1.1 Air Convection Embankment: this experimental section was constructed using crushed
rock (150 mm to 300 mm), to form interconnected and convective cells inside the highway
embankment. During the winter season, cold air in the upper voids was channeled downward
deep into the embankment, displacing warm air which rose and existed from the embankment
outlet. Results indicated that heat moved to the surface faster by “an order of magnitude”,
resulting in cooler conditions in winter months (Goering, 2003). Conversely, in the summer,
cooler air remained in the bottom voids, while warmer air is above, functioning as an effective
insulator.
5.1.2 Longitudinal Culverts: These passive-cooling longitudinal culverts were used in sections
for heat extraction by convection (in the winter, cold air is drawn into the embankment at the
inlet and warmed air exits at the outlet; in the summer, inlet and outlet are blocked to minimize
warm air input) to transport air through the embankment, parallel to the road embankment at
regular intervals (Dore, 2016).
5.1.3 Albedo: The US Army first field tested high albedo surfaces, in late 1950’s, in Fairbanks,
AK., with positive results in keeping the ground cold. However, full scale-up of its use had never
caught on because of the durability of the paint used (Berg, 1973). New technology has
advanced with synthetic asphalts and resins have come forward, with a relevant example coming
from Dawson City, Yukon. In 2009, the government of Yukon undertook a unique experimental
research project in albedo reflection. They constructed and installed 2 km of a new reflective
asphalt on the historic Front Street (Strynadka, 2015). To date, monitoring has showed a partial
increase of reflectance from the road by 25%, but ground temperature warming has been slowed
(Strynadka, 2015).
5.1.4 Sunsheds: The use of embankment sunsheds is another alternative to prevent the heat
uptake on permafrost. Sunsheds were used to protect embankment slopes both during winter and
summer. In the winter, they promoted air circulation and protected embankment slopes from
snow insulation; in the summer they reduced solar radiation on the embankment slopes. From the
shade effect of sunsheds the surface temperatures of highway embankments can be moderated to
hover around the air temperature. In addition, during in the winter sunsheds do not allow for
snow accumulation along the embankment, thus reducing the negative insulating effect of snow
accumulation (Dore, 2016). The use of sunsheds for permafrost protection have been tested in
various locations in China, Alaska and Yukon, along the Alaska Highway. Test results showed,
a temperature differences of 6 0 C lower, on average, from shade embankments compared to
control areas, not covered by shade (Dore, 2016).
5.2

Heat Extraction Methods:
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5.2.1 Air ducts: Air ducts are an example of a heat extraction methods. Air duct are essentially
specifically designed pipes, buried under the road embankment or road. There are 2 types of air
ducts, either a ‘horizontal’ duct, or an ‘open-ended’ duct (Dore, 2016). Both types used the
concept of convection to move warm air away from permafrost. The horizontal duct approach
forced air between an inlet and outlet, which were raised well above the embankment and known
snow depth. As winter, cold air entered the inlet, it is drawn downward into a horizontal pipe,
either naturally of forced, below the road bed. The cold air is warm by the ground heat, and then
allowed to escape through the vertical stack outlet (Dore, 2016). Two years of field data from
China, using horizontal air ducts, showed a slight reduction of permafrost temperature by up to
1.4 degrees C (Niu, 2006). The open-ended air duct method was researched, on the Alaska
highway during the winter season, in Beaver Creek, Yukon. Three years of data collection using
the open-ended air duct method, showed favorable experimental results of up to 4 degrees C
underneath the embankment, when compared against the control site (Malenfant-Lepage, 2015).
5.2.2 Heat drains: Heat drains are another example of heat extraction methods. Heat drains
have been installed within highways embankment and under the road bed. They are made of a
thick, flat, yet very permeable, special composite material of corrugated plastic that has a unique
geotextile wrap above and below the composite core (Dore, 2016). The geotextile that is above
and below the corrugated plastic core, encouraged air convection instability and promoted heat
exchange within the embankment. Cold air enters the pipe inlet at the embankment toe, flows
through the plastic composite core and becomes warmer air, which then discharged the warm air
through vertical outlet vents, similar to air ducts (Dore, 2016). To optimise the effectiveness of
heat drains, numerical modelling was completed to locate ideal placement and slope positions. A
scaled-up experiment of this heat drain was completed in Nunavut, and showed good results in
decreasing the ground temperature. Three years of data collection indicated a reduction of
ground temperature of up to 2.2 degrees C, when compared to a control site (Esch, 2006).
5.2.3 Thermosyphons: Thermosyphons have been used for heat extraction for over three
decades, first used in sections of the Trans-Alaska pipeline (Lepage, 2010). Thermosyphons,
which are passive refrigeration systems, are proven to keep permafrost frozen. They are
comprised primarily of a main buried pipe, split into a section called the ‘evaporator’ and the
‘condenser’ and then pressurized with a carbon-dioxide gas or fluid. At low temperatures, the
condenser changes its atmospheric pressure and causes the carbon-dioxide fluid to evaporate,
along the length of the evaporative pipe section (Dore, 2016). In doing so, heat from the ground
is extracted and aids in moving the warming carbon-dioxide gas to the evaporator pipe section,
where latent heat is released when it is condensed. Thermosyphons are only effective in the
winter (Dore, 2016).
6.0

Discussion

6.1

Limitation of adaptation methods

Sunshed represent a high safety concern primarily because of their operation and
maintenance. They are vulnerable to high winds and their cost per meter have kept the sunshed
from becoming more mainstream (Dore, 2016). On the Alaska Highway, near Beaver Creek, the
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experimental installed heat drains had problems of installation placement within the
embankment. These problems also included the labour-intensive assembly, in remote location, of
the drain pipes and ventilation system (Lepage, 2010). Thermosyphons do work well, but in
winter only and for small areas. The biggest problem with thermosyphons is with exposure of the
vents, being damaged and safety concerns with the height of the raisers along the highway (Dore,
2016).
6.2

Scaling scale up projects

There is little in the literature about large-scale linear transportation projects dealing with
the impacts of climate change. Two projects that did scale-up were in the eastern Arctic of
Nunavik, Canada. In 2009, the airstrip for the community of Purirnituq, Nunavik, received an
upgrade. The new design for the airstrip had to accommodate for underlain permafrost and to
manage ground heat (Dore, 2016). The airstrip used the air convention embankments (ACE)
method, which included 8 m high embankments, cold air intakes, strategically placed convection
layers and ventilation chimneys to vent the warm air. After several years in operations, the
runway has not deteriorated and the monitoring data showed a significant reduction in the height
of the active layer, and maintenance of the soil temperature has been at about 2 degrees C (Dore,
2016). The other scale up example, was on the access road to the Sallut, Nunavik airport. In
2012, a one kilometer section needed to be replaced and the new design required some form of a
thermal stabilization (Dore, 2016). Road engineers decided on the installations of heat drains
within the embankments and the use of extensive drainage to keep all water away from the road.
Monitoring results showed the road section has remained stable, the soil temperature has
decreased and the permafrost has penetrated deeper (Dore, 2016). Regrettably, no data was
provided on construction costs.
6.3

Relative cost for adaptation

Researchers claim that little information exists on relative costs for the various climate
change adaptation methods, along highways and developments in Northern regions (Reimchen
D, Stanley B, Walsh R, Dore G, 2010). However, along the Alaska highway, near Beaver Creek,
Yukon, the furthest Western point in Canada, a broad ‘relative cost effectiveness’ analysis was
completed. The analysis compared construction costs, for a 50-meter section of the highway, for
the various adaptation methods, against the cost for a control site. Table 3 presents this compiled
relative cost information for construction expenses. Relative construction costs were calculated
by dividing the highway construction expense of the chosen adaptation test method by the cost of
construction for the control section. The results showed that the use of air convection
embankments (ACE), although the most expensive approach, would provide an approximate
savings of 20% on the project cost, over a 50-year service life. Whereas, varied heat drains,
showed poor performance of only 10% savings over 10 years and moderate cost. Albedo
experiments with light coloured surface showed no cost savings over 10 years with similar costs
the control. The use of sunsheds showed better results, of 15% cost savings over 20 years, but
marginally in the bigger picture.
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Table 3. Relative construction cost for 50 m experimental sections along Alaska highway,
Beaver Creek, Yukon

Source: (Reimchen D, Stanley B, Walsh R, Dore G, 2010)

6.4

Predictive Mapping for Permafrost Thaw Potential

For highway managers and engineers, an understanding the various permafrost types,
their characteristics, distribution and response to warming is important (Burns, 2015).
2015) Having
this information is also key for the development of an effective strategic management plans for
operations and maintenance of the highway. Ideally, a network of geophysical surveys drill
points all along the highway would be available, providing data to understand permafrost
warming dynamics. Unfortunately, such a project would be too expensive for the Dempster.
Alternatively, by using historical aerial photos
photos, satellite imagery, regional-scale
scale surficial geology
mapping, and geotechnical ground data, predictive mapping can be developed. Based on an
inventory of landforms,
s, surficial materials and ground-ice associations around the response and
sensitivity to permafrost melting, predictive mapping can be de
developed (McKillop, 2016).
2016)
During the summer of 2016, a first
first-phase predictive mapping exercise was completed along the
entire Dempster Highway corridor
corridor. The initial results,, without any ground truthing verification,
revealed the highest potential for effects of permafrost melt was in two very broad landscapes:
landscape
one, in valleys within low angle slopes on organic-rich
ich and within dry floodplains; and two, on
gently undulating flood plains of fine
fine-grained glacial soils, overlain
verlain by organic material
(McKillop, 2016). Oppositely, the terrain landscape
landscapes with the lowest risk potential for permafrost
melt was on southern aspect, well
well-drained
drained hillsides and along ridge crests where bedrock can be
seen. As described here, predictive
redictive mapping can be an cost
cost-effective
effective means to obtain important
data that can guide future work planning and field assessment activities (McKillop, 2016).
2016)
6.5

Omission
mission of social perspective in planning

The government of Yukon is to be applauded for initiating this new integrated approach into
the planning process. By taking climate change impacts directly into account, the government
became more innovative in their approach to creating a functional plan.. More importantly,
i
few
(if any) other planning processes in the government region are integrating climate change
chan
considerations directly in an approach tthat is comparable to whatt is proposed in this project
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(personal communication, March 7, 2017). By integrating the findings from multiple studies and
supporting new research of vulnerable Highway locations, the government not only improves the
scope of the planning process, it is more holistic and cost effective as a single project, especially
when the future costs estimates associated with the maintenance of transportation infrastructure
take the potential climate change impacts into account. This approach should be a model for
other government projects that want to integrate climate resilience and adaptation into planning.
Such integration also has the potential for broader application in other areas, an example being,
the proposed Northwestel installation of a northern fibre-optic line along the Dempster Highway,
to improve internet bandwidth in Inuvik, NT.
While integrating climate change knowledge and impacts into this new functional plan for
the Dempster Highway was a positive approach, for a more robust planning tool, there was a
missing piece in the government’s strategy. Nowhere in the Terms of Reference was there a
social component. Thus, there were no provisions for consultations with the user community of
the Dempster Highway, about their perspectives of impacts of climate change on the Highway.
This included no provision for asking the three First Nations, who’s traditional territory
intersects the highway, about their knowledge of climate change impacts and their association
with the lands the Dempster. Nor any mention of consulting with the trucking industry, or the
numerous hunter and recreationist that use the highway. Without a social dimension, in a climate
resilience adaptation plan, it reduces the effectiveness of any adaptation decisions, and the
credibility of such a plan. Achieving success in climate change adaptation requires integration of
the same three pillars of the concept of sustainability, namely working to find a balance of
economics, environment and social (Hitchcock, 2008). Fortunately, this omission of a social
perspective in the planning process was discovered early and a short contract with Transport
Canada was made with the author, in early 2017, for the collection of socio-environmental
information, including Indigenous traditional ecological knowledge, from users of the Dempster
Highway.
7.0

Recommendations

Based on this report’s findings the following recommendations are offered.
Yukon governments needs to ask itself how important is the Dempster Highway going
into the future, with increasing maintenance cost from the impacts of climate change. The
question would be premised, knowing that relatively few vehicles travel the Highway, daily, and
those who do are primarily going to and from the NWT. As such, conversations with the
government of the NWT would seem inevitable.
Governments need to continue their funding support for the collection of relevant data
that assist decision-makers in risk assessments and prioritization of their limited resources. This
includes increased monitoring and inspections and information management systems to support
the growing volume of data. Governments also need to continue to support research and
innovation for climate change adaptation techniques that are less expensive and practical.
Governments would also be well advised to have an effective public relations campaign about
the Dempster Highway, to gain public support for the increasing costs.
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Government should conduct a phase II of the Highway permafrost thaw predictive
mapping project, with improved level of accuracy in capturing data in smaller pixels, and
undertake field verification exercises.
Government Highway planners should also evaluate the more extensive and expensive
approach of protecting embankment erosion from increased flow velocities. Examples would
include the strategic placement of river channel rip-rap, and river training structures,
modifications to channels and floodplains, to reduce flow velocities away from the embankments
away from the highway. This requires identifying estimated volumes required and a local and
economically viable source of borrow material. In addition, bioengineering techniques (shrubs
layers) for bank stabilization could be effective in areas and slopes of moderate risk of failure, no
permafrost and small threat to the highway.
Government Highway planners should develop and lead a committee of representatives
from various users of the Dempster Highway, and with governments. i.e., Dempster Highway
Users Group, based in Dawson City. The committee approach would be effective for the various
parties to stay informed, understand roles and responsibilities, share values and information,
build relationships and help improve trust, and can resolve problems early. The committee would
create its own scope and chairperson and world meet as required, perhaps once or twice
annually. Collaborative development of Best Management Practices could be initiated within
such a committee.
Government should undertake a ‘summer’ phase II of this socio-environmental
consultation project, that extends into the Northwest Territory, with visits to other communities
and First Nations, i.e., Fort MacPhearson and Inuvik, NWT. Under a phase II contract, several
other Dempster users, i.e., Yukon Trappers Association, Renewable Resources Councils,
trucking industry, construction industry. The collected socio-environmental qualitative
knowledge about environmental changes, northern transportation infrastructure and climate
change impacts, should be standard practice for any climate change planning process. Through
understanding of the various social contextualized systems, associated to the Dempster Highway,
it can improve decision-making ability for Highway designers, policy officers, and lead to
overall program efficiencies. It also so leads to a common understanding of culture and the
various roles and responsibilities of departments and can aid in developing public relation
strategies. Ultimately, these approaches can lead to improved relationships with all stakeholders
and governments. In the future, develop a GIS database to geo-reference the highlights or trends
of the various social-environmental observations on environmental changes.
Government Highway planners should organize and host workshops to build improved
relations with the public, First Nations, contractors, consulting engineers, (several other
departments – regulatory instruments of permits to operate smoothly).
Government Highway planners should evaluate emerging issues of road safety for the
traveling public, from ever increasing threats on a potentially deteriorating road and increasingly
extreme weather.
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8.0

Conclusion

It’s encouraging to know the Yukon government and Transport Canada are looking ahead
with regards to adapting to northern climate change and directing budgets to government
departments. Even though most of the current experimental permafrost adaptation techniques
have shown positive results for keeping permafrost frozen, the logistics and cost of
implementation along the remote Dempster Highway would be uneconomical. In addition,
because of the variability and uncertainty of climate change it makes predicting for the impacts
on the Highway difficult. What to do? Plan for the impacts, do the extensive inventories needed
of all threats, evaluate the data and develop risks priorities, prepare budgets and resources
accordingly. Have a social perspective in the planning report and build good relationships with
the public, First Nations and keep them informed and engaged. Overall, perhaps it’s probably
prudent to let the various sections fail and repair them as required, providing there is a budget
and a social licence to do so. As mentioned, the question to be asked is, what level of service
standards does the public require? Going forward will be a significant challenge for both the
federal and two Territorial Governments, in terms of sustaining the resources needed to keep the
highway open and safe for the driving public, while the impacts of climate change unfold.
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